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01 : THE IMPACT OF POOR FRAUD DETECTION

Poor fraud detection has three big economic impacts on your business.

1
2
3

First, there’s the financial impact of denying a legitimate customer. A Business Insider
report found that businesses are losing more in false declines than they’re stopping in
fraud. For every dollar a business prevents in fraud, it loses even more – $1.32 – to
false declines. 1
Second, there’s the cost impact that chargebacks have on your business. Beyond the
costs you incur, there's the manual time you spend disputing them, the fees you pay
for the chargeback process, the lost goods, the threat of the watch list, and even the
shutdown of your account.
Third, there’s the impact on the speed and efficiency of your operations. Large
organizations need to review and process orders as quickly as possible. Poor fraud
detection platforms create bottlenecks that delay order fulfillment, frustrate
customers, and thwart your efforts during promotions and peak periods.

1

http://www.businessinsider.com/the-false-declines-report-the-86-billion-problem-undermining-e-commerce-merchants-fraud-prevention-strategies2016-7
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02 : IS IT TIME TO SWITCH?

A growing business needs a fraud detection platform that can keep up. Are you blocking too
many legitimate transactions? Is your chargeback rate too high? Are you missing too many
shipments?
Businesses today are engaged in a war against

Choosing the right platform can make a huge

savvy and creative fraudsters. At the same time,

difference when it comes to providing great

they are trying to keep pace with rising customer

customer experiences, driving great operations,

expectations of fast and frictionless experiences.

and winning the war on fraud.

Businesses are also competing with other
businesses in an arms race to acquire the best

What does the right platform look like?

machine learning platform for fraud detection.
This guide will help you choose by illustrating the
The dawn of attainable AI has introduced us to

capabilities you need when considering a platform

new systems that are now capable of detecting

that’s fast, that scales, and that explains its

fraud automatically, by surfacing patterns and

thinking. We’ve also provided a checklist at the

insights that were invisible before. But all

end to summarize this report.

machine learning platforms are not created equal.
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03 : WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN A MACHINE LEARNING PLATFORM
AGILE MODELS

Can the platform support multiple models? How about custom models? Can the
platform keep pace with fraud as it evolves, and be proactive rather than
reactive?

Multiple models are important because

Beyond multiple models, can the platform support

fraudsters behave differently depending on

custom models?

where they are, and what they’re doing.
Platforms that can only run one model will use a

In the rush to buy a machine learning platform, a

generalized view to look for specialized behaviors,

business runs the risk of purchasing an off-the-

which results in lower fraud detection rates and

shelf solution. But every business is different, and

higher false positives.

every model should be different too. Certain
businesses will want custom models that are built

A platform with multiple models must also be

by data scientists with domain expertise in specific

able to score orders at scale, by taking all the

industries. Custom models make for more power

different input streams from these multiple

and more insight, because they take into account

models and translating them into one single

the unique fraud patterns that each industry faces.

storyline or risk profile that a human reviewer can
understand.
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EXPLAINABLE LOGIC

Does the platform contain a human-readable semantic layer that explains its
underlying logic? Machine learning systems that use neural network algorithms, for
instance, may be effective in pattern detection, but their logic is hard to decipher.
Some machine learning systems make their

Compare that to a platform that does whitebox

decisions inside a black box, which creates two

processing to provide clear, human-understandable

serious problems.

reasons for its decisions. Certain machine learning
platforms predict patterns using an algorithm

First, there’s a control problem, because humans

called Random Forest, which is made of tens of

can’t manage and improve a system they don’t

thousands of decision trees. A whitebox system can

understand. Second, there’s a regulation

take the few top-most factors from this ensemble

problem, because a business can’t document or

of decision trees, then weigh and communicate

validate the decisions that happen inside a black

them to the human in a simple way.

box.

ALGORITHM

PRO

CON

Random
Forest (aka
Ensemble of
Decision
Trees)

• Generalizes patterns well
• Robust to different input types
(texts, numbers of scales, etc.)
• Robust to missing data
• Robust to outliers and errors
• Fast to train and score
• Trivially parallel
• Requires less tuning
• Probabilistic output
• Can adjust threshold to tradeoff between
precision and recall
• Very good predictive power
• Found to win many ML competitions

• Can become complex to interpret as number of
decisions grow
(inherent nature of increased capacity to make
decisions)
• Requires labeled data

Neural
Network

• Able to represent complex patterns
• Good predictive power

• Cannot handle different input types
• Needs scaling inputs
• Can’t handle missing values
• Not scalable
• Slow
• Requires tuning
• Lack of interpretability
• Requires labeled data
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The anatomy of a whitebox

CLEAR ANSWERS
What do we know about this order?

REASONS TO ALLOW
Description

Risk

Risk Factor

IP address is only being used by this customer

0.50%

0.9 x

IP country matches shipping country

0.50%

0.9 x

IP country matches customer’s home and shipping countries

0.40%

0.7 x

IP country matches customer’s home, shipping, and bulling countries

0.30%

0.5 x

Description

Risk

Risk Factor

Customer seen in distant locations in a short period of time

60.00%

100.00 x

Customer is behind proxy

6.00%

10.0 x

Customer has used two different IP addresses

0.90%

1.5 x

Customer is using a free or disposable email address

0.70%

1.1 x

REASONS TO BLOCK

For example, a whitebox explanation might say that the user has been declined because there were four
recent transactions in distant locations. The idea here is to put humans in control by arming them with the
information they need to review orders more intelligently, and to communicate clearly about why certain
orders were approved or declined.
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360° VISION

Data is the fuel for a machine learning engine. To be effective, a platform needs to
be able to take in all data from all sources, so it can ingest every kind of signal that
the customer is providing, no matter the channel or the use case.
Many sources, one story

Many platforms can only take in data from certain

To get a complete view of every transaction, a

sources or channels. For instance, a platform

business needs a platform that can instantly ingest

might look at point-of-sale data but not mobile

every kind of data, whether it’s coming from an

devices.

internal system, like your CRM system, or external
data sources, like enrichers.

These single channel, single use case platforms
can be breached. It takes a platform with
omnidata and omnichannel capabilities to keep
pace with today’s fraudsters.
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HYPERGRANULAR PROFILES

A platform reaches its decisions to create profiles of normal behavior, and flag
instances of abnormal behavior. But some machine learning platforms can zoom in
to a higher level of resolution than others.

COHORTS COME BY
THE DOZEN

SEGMENTS OF ONE COME BY
THE HUNDREDS OF MILLION

Customer Segments (Baby Boomer, Millennial)
Account Type (Gold, Platinum)
Merchant Category (Digital Goods, Fashion)
Device Class (iPhone, iPad)

Each Customer (Susan)
Each Account Number (134149553)
Each Merchant ID (XX4956Y)
Each Device ID (WERB5909O2BYT)

Does the platform create profiles of cohorts? Or

By creating profiles of many different entities (the

does it use segment-of-one profiles to look at

merchant, the day of the week, the credit card),

individual entities? Segment-of-one profiles

machine learning platforms can reach new levels of

don’t look at “women between the ages of 30

sensitivity, and detect fraud with greater power and

and 35.” They look at “Susan.” And they don’t

accuracy.

look at “devices in this zip code.” They look at
“Susan’s device.”
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GLOBAL CASE MANAGEMENT

Big, complex businesses need a scalable case management tool, one that makes
distributed teams effective at managing manual review queues that are global
and round-the-clock.

Organizations can have many hundreds of people

Can teams across fraud, shipping, and customer

logging into the same system. A case

service all get exactly what they need out of the

management tool needs to have self-configurable

same system?

workflows so that everyone in this diverse
userbase can see the right actionable insights at

The right case management tool also needs to make

the right time.

sure that manual review queues are prioritized and
sorted in a way that allows for business continuity.

Do you have a case management tool that

Otherwise there will be gaps in your queue

automatically distributes work based on different

management that a fraudster can circumvent.

criteria, and prioritizes the most important orders
to review?
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SELF-CONFIGURABLE PLATFORM

In a world of gas-powered cars, machine learning systems are the new electric
cars. And a platform that’s self-configurable goes one step further. It means
you’re not just buying the car. You’re buying the car factory.
A platform with self-configurable dashboards lets

Maybe you want to see chargeback rates based on

you customize the specific metrics that you want to

team members, or business unit, or product line.

see, so you can have ownership over your control
and command center, and flexibility to choose

Typically, if you want to change your dashboard

business KPIs that are relevant to managing fraud.

reporting, you need to go back to the vendor. But
with self-configurable dashboards and reporting,

Maybe you want to measure chargeback rates by

the control is yours.

department, or country, or partner.

AUTOMATIC FEEDBACK LOOP

A big business needs to find every opportunity to automate. A machine learning
platform should be able to automate its ingestion of chargeback data by
integrating with the acquiring bank’s data. Otherwise employees will need to
pull up orders, one by one, to log chargebacks manually.
A platform should also integrate with manual

Automation lets a platform think independently,

review decisions. When a fraud manager does

which means a platform that can follow the thread

research and marks a suspicious transaction as

of logic on its own to detect well-coordinated

fraud, the right platform gets moving and finds the

criminal behavior in real time. For example, a

patterns associated with the fraud. The analyst has

platform with automation will find the patterns

made the machine smarter.

associated with fraud spikes, so that when a fraud
ring moves to a different city, the platform will
detect their behavior immediately.
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04 : CHOOSING A MACHINE LEARNING PLATFORM: CHECKLIST

☐ AGILE MODELS
Can the platform have multiple models to support your business at scale? Can it support custom
models that are based on domain expertise of the fraud patterns specific to your industry?

☐ EXPLAINABLE LOGIC
Does the platform have whitebox AI that explains its reasoning, puts the human in control, and
leaves a paper trail for regulators?

☐ 360° VISION
Will the platform take a complete view by ingesting every kind of data in your ecosystem,
protecting the customers from the beginning of their transaction journey to the end?

☐ HYPERGRANULAR PROFILES
Does the platform detect anomalies by creating normal behavior profiles for segments of many?
Or does it zoom in, and look at segment-of-one profiles?

☐ GLOBAL CASE MANAGEMENT
How much scale and complexity can the case management tool handle? Do you have a way to
automatically prioritize and distribute manual review work?

☐ SELF-CONFIGURABLE PLATFORM
Do you have the ownership and flexibility to self-manage your dashboards and reporting, so you
can see the right metrics and KPIs relevant to fighting fraud at your organization?

☐ AUTOMATIC FEEDBACK LOOP
Does your platform integrate with chargeback data and manual review data so that it can learn
and improve on its own, automatically?
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ABOUT FEEDZAI

Feedzai is AI. We’re coding the future of commerce with today’s most advanced risk
management platform powered by big data and artificial intelligence. Our mission is to make
commerce safe. The world’s largest banks, payment providers and retailers use Feedzai’s
machine learning technology to manage risks associated with banking and shopping, whether
digitally or in person.

www.feedzai.com
info@feedzai.com
sales@feedzai.com
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